




PARTICULkttLY AT HIGH ANGLES OF AWl!ACK
I—ORDINARY AILERONS ON RECTANGULAR WINGS
By FRRD E. WDICE and Cm J. WBNZIXGDE
SUMMARY
l’h-is report ‘is the jirst of a serh in which it ti in-
tended to compare the rehztwe ~“ts of a.?-!ordinary
and some special form of ailerorw and other latem.!
control devica in regard to their ejlwt on tied con-
trowity, kted 8hzbi?dy, and airplane performance.
5%3 cornparimns are ba8ed on wimi%unnii te8t dutu,
all tb conhol d%ictx being jlted to mod-d wings king
the 8am8 epan, area, and airfoil 8ecii0n, and being
eubjected to tha same seriee of force and rotuibn W8.
In this particndurreport the results are givenfor ordi-
nary ailerons of three di$erent eim. The medium-eized
ailerons, which with @ wpward and downward dq?ec-
iion are wed a8 a standard for comparison, had a
chord fi6 per cent of the wing chord and a span @ pm
cent of the semis-pm of the wing. Of the other two
sizes, ona was long and narrow and the otlwr 8hort and
wide. TLs redts are @en for @e d@rent aileron
77LOV8?WTltS: one with qtud Up-iZ71d-dOW7Ldejection,
one m“th average and ow wilh tzdrenu di~ereniiu.1 hw-
tion, one with upward dq?edion mdy, and one with the
ailerons arranged to jfoat &h respect to the wing.
The results showed that although the ailerons of
medium size with either th .sguul up-and-down or the
commonly used di~ereniial motion-s ga.oe very un.sti-
factory control above the etal.1, satisj%dory control w
obtaind with tlu 8h0rt, wide ail.em?w with upward deflec-
tion only, and m clo8ely appro& by tti same
ailerons with dreme diferentiu.1 motion. 17w short,
wide and the medium aiJeroru with upward dejection
only aLso gave powerful yawing monwn& which at all
angl-a of aitack wowld aid the rolling, a.!th.ough with
8??d de$t?dti abOVe the 8t& 8@#d W?OW8e ydq
moments occurred. 17w only ailerons which gave no
aa%erse yawing nwmen.i% at any dq%ction or angle of
attack were tti short, wide owe arraq@ to jloai.
INTRODUC’ITON
GENRRAL
One of the most promising methods of increasing
the safety of airplanes is the provision of adequate.
lateral control and lateral stabili~ at the low speeds
and high angles of attack. Conventional ailerons as
used at the present time are satisfactory for the usual
flight range up to angles of attack just below that for
maximum-lift coefficient (the stall), but they are very
poor at the ~angles above the stall. This condition
is one of the greatest dangers in prcaentiay flying,
and is often the cause of airplamwfalling out of control
and into spins. At the relatively low angles of attack
below the stall the ilight-path angle in a glide is usually
not as steep as is desirable for a short approabh to a
landing. The tlight path can be made staeper by
flying at a higher angle of attack; hence it is dtiable
to fly and to have good lateral control and stability
at the higher angles of attack.
Many devices, such as slots and floating W@-tip
ailerons, have been devised for improving the lateral
control at these high angIes. While most of these
devices have previously been tested in individual
isolated cases, it is not possible to get a good com-
parison between them because the individual tests
were made under dMerent conditions in several
different wind tunnels or in isolated fight tests, and ,
with various degrees of completeness.
& part of a general investigation of safety in flight
the N. A. C. A. has undertaken a series of tests in
which it is hoped to compare all types of lateral
control devices which have been satisfactorily used or
which show reasonable promise of being effective.
It is planned first to test the various types of ailerons
and lateral oontrol devices on rectangular wings of
aspect ratio 6. Later the best controls are to be
tested on wingg of diilerent, shape. Throughout the
entire investigation all the devices are being subjected
to the same series of wind-tunnel teats which, it is
hoped, include all the factors direotly connected with
lateral control and lateral stability that oan be satis-
factorily handled in a routine manner in a wind
tunnel. These tests cover the relative merit of the
various control devices in regard to lateral controlla-
bility, lateral stability, and genmal usefulness. They
include regular 6-component force tests with the
ailerons, or other control devices, both neutral and
deflected various amounts, rotation tests in which
the model is rotated about the wind-tunnel axis and
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the rolling moment is measured, and free rotation
teats showing the range and rate of autorotation.
Because of the large effect of yaw on the stability in
roll, the teats are made not only with an angle of
yaw of 0°, but also with one of 20°, which represents
the conditions in a fairly severe sideslip.
Throughout the entire investigation it is intended
in so far as possible to use model wings having a span
of 60 inches, an aspect ratio of 6, and the Clark Y
airfoil section. The fit wing has ailerons of medium
dimensions (25 per cent wing chord by 40 per cent
semispan) representing the average found from a
number of conventional airplanes and, with the














the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
@eference 2.)
PR=ENT PORTION OF INVESTIGATION
This particular report describes the tests on three
rectangular model wings with ordinary ailerons of
d.iiferent sizes. Tests of this same generil nature
have been previously made at the Bureau of Stand-
*. ~eferen~ 3,4, ~d 6.) They do not, however,
include all of the factors included in the present
invedgation.
In addition to the tit wing with medium-sized
ailerons, which will be used as the standard of com-
parison, a. second was provided with long, narrow
ailerons and a third with short, wide ones, both pro-
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the standard with which all the others wiJl be com-
pared. Since it has been found through simple flight
tests made for the purpose (reference 1) that ailerons
of this size and form will ordinmily give satisfactory
lateral control just below the still, till of the other
ailerons and control devices will be designed to give
approximately the same amount of control under those
conditions.
Because of the large number of factors involved in
this investigation, a clear and complete comparison
of the various devices is difEcult. To facilitate this
comparison a number of standard criterions will be
used throughout the entire investigation. All the
teats will.be made in the 7 by 10 foot wind tunnel of
portioned to give ap-
proximately the same
rolling moments as the
medium ailerons, with
the same deflection at
angles of attack below
the stall. The results
are given for several










from the Bureau of
Standards teats (refer-




model wings were made
of laminated mahogany
and the ordinates were
held accurate in con-
struction to within
+0.005 inch of those
mecified. The sizes of the ailerons are shown on
l&@re 1. The medium ones are 25 per cent of the
wing chord by 40 per cent of the semispan. The long,
narrow ones are 15 per cent of the chord by 60
per cent of the semispan and the short, wide ones
are 40 per cent of the chord by 30 per cent of the
sernispan.
The ailerons, w-henallowed to float, were both rigidly
mounted on a shaft supported in bearings in the wing.
For the floating condition they were constructed so as
to balance statically about the hinge axis, by means of
a balsa-wood trailing edge and a brass nose piece.
Wind tun.nel.-The 7 by 10 foot wind tunnel has rm
open jet and a singleclosed return passage. The tpnnel,
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the balances, and auxiliary apparatus are described in
detail in referenca 2.
For ordinary force teats the model is mounted on a
vertiti spindle attached to a rectangular fhne sur-
rounding the test section of the air stream. The
balances are arranged to measure all six components
of the aerodynamic forces and moments about the
tunnel axis directly in coefficient form. For the teats”
with floating ailerons an optical sighting device is
used to Jneasure the angle 8AE?jat which the aibrons
float.
For both the free-autorotation and the forced-rota-
tion tests the models are mounted on an apparatus
which replaces the force-twt model support. The ap-
paratus consists essentially of a shielded shaft mounted
on ball bearings at the center line of the air stream.
This shaft is either allowed to rotate freely or is driven
through reduction gearing by an electric motor. The
rolling moment due to rolling is meaaured directly
in coefficient form on the regular @li.ng-moment
balance.
TESTS
All the tests were made at a dynamic pressure of
16,37 pounds per square foot, corresponding to an air”
speed of SO miles per hour at standard sea-level
atmospheric conditions. The Reynolds ~umber was
609,000.
Mleron movements.-Four difTerent aileron move-
ments were investigated mth the rigid ailerons. One
of these was with equal up-anddown deflection, one
with average and one with extreme dif&entid move-
ment, and one with upward deflection only. If tested
individually the several dHerent movements would
have required rLvery large number of tests. It seemed
that a great many of these could be eliminated by
tasting the ailerons individually with up-and-down
deflection separately, and then adding the results to
get the combined effect. Although theory indicatea
that this is not a rigorcualy accurate procedure, be-
oause of the ditlerent wing-load distribution, prelimin-
ary tests were made which showed good agreement
within the accur4cy of the investigation. The final
tests were made with the ailerons deflected equal and
opposite amounts, and also with one aileron at a time
deflected first upward and then downward. The
moments for the difi%rential deflections were then
computed from the results of the tests with one aileron
deflected at a time.
The medium differential arrangement was taken
from a study of several ‘conventional airplanes, the
maximum aileron deflections averaging 35° up’ and
15° down. The extreme differential movement was
selected to give as nearly as possible the up-only
movement which seemed desirable from previous tests.
With the assumed maximum deflection for this diiler-
ential movement one aileron is 50° up and the other
is 7° down. Table I gives the relative deflections of
149900-33-24 .
the right and left, ailerons throughout the range of
displacement with the two diilerential arrangements.
These are illustrated in Figure 2, -whichalso shows the
wsumed linkage systems used for m~~ control-
force computations for all the aileron movements.
4 Equal cp-ond-down ‘ I
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Force tests.—Complete series o! force and moment
tests were made on each wing model with the ailerons
neutral and with the ailerons deilected various
amounts, both while attached rigidly to the wing and
while floating with respect to the wing. The aileron
deflections tested in the tied copdition were:
(a) Left aileron deflected downward and right
deflected upward 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°,40°, 50°.
(b) Left aileron deflected downward 0°, 10°; 20°,
30°, 40°; right aileron OO.
(c) R~ht aileron deflected upward 0°, 10°, 20°,
30°,40°, 60°, 80°; left aileron OO.
When floating wi* reference to the wing, the total
deflections of one aileron with respect to the other,
left aileron down and right up, were 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°,
80°, 100°.
The angl=f-attack rm.ge for the force tests with
the ailerons neutral was from – 10° to + 60°, and with
the ailerons deflected, from 0° to 40°. A complete
seriesof teatswas made at both 0° yaw and —20° yaw.
In the yawed tests the ailerons were deflected in a
manner to oppose the rolling moment due to the yaw
of the wing.
Rotation tests.-A series of free autorctation tests
was made on each wing model with the aileronsneutral,
&at in the fixed condition and then floating. The
reduction gearing was disengaged so that the model
could rotate freely about tho tunnel w&. Starting
well below the stall, the angle of attack was increased
in small steps until the model would just start to
rotate when given a slight impulse by hand. This
angle of attack denoted the starting point of auto-
rctation. The whole range of autcrctation was then
wwered and the angles of attack and rates of rotation
were noted. These tests were made only at 0° yaw
because the rotational velocities became excessively
high at 20° yaw, with possibilities of damage to the
testing apparatus.
A smies of rctation tests to obtain the coefficient of
the rolling moment due to rolling was made on each of
the wings with the ailerons neutral, both locked and
floating. The angle-of-attack range was from 0° to
40°, and the teatswere made at both 0° and – 20° yaw.
‘ Rotations in both clockwise (+) and counterclock-
wise (—) directions were made at a rate representing
the maximum rolling motion likely to occur in flight
in gusty air -whenthe pilot is attempting to hold the
airplanelevel. This maximum rate of rolling was found
by special test ilights to be such that the coefficient of
rotation has the value
%2 ‘b=o.05
where p is the angular velocity in radians per second,
b is the span of the wing, and V is the velocity of
advanca.
Accuracy.-The dynamic pressure was maintained
constant to -within +0.25 per cent. The angle of
attack was accurate to within + 0.10, and the angle
of yaw to + 0.2°. The minimum-drag VfdUCS, which
are the averages of several readings, are thought to
be accurate within + 3 per cent. The lift may be
relied upon to within + 1 per cent and the rolling and
yawing moment coefficients, in general, to with + 3
per cent.
The foregoing accuracy applies to anglea af fittack
up to and through the stall and also to angles abovo
25°. At some of the angles between 20° and 26°,
however, critical flow conditions apparently exist in
which burbling does not occur with exact symmetry
over the wing. This dissymmetry sometimes causes
two or more different values of the rolling and yawing
moments to be obtained. The results are consequently
rather unreliable for the angles of attack between 20°
and 25°. The same turbulent condition probably
exists also in flight at the corresponding, anglea and it
cm not be certain there either that the same control
moments will be obtained repeatedly within the abovo
rfmge of angle9 of attack.
Oscillation of floating ailerons.-Altliough all the
ailerons were constructed in such a manner as to have
static inertia balance about their hinge axes, when
allowed to float they fluctuated or wavered slightly at
certain speeds and deflection settings at certain angles
of attack above the stall. The oscillation was not
violent and in most caws was not steady, apparently
being associated with the turbulent air flow over the
wings. However, it is a condition which might be un-
desirable in flight at certain angles of attack above the
stall.
RESULTS
Coefficients,-The force-test results are given in the
form of absolute coefficients of lift and drag and of
the rolling and yawing moments:
CD - drlr~
qs




where 5’ is the total wing area, 6 is the wing span, and
q is the dpamic pressure.
The cceflicients as given above are obtained directly
from the balance and refer to the wind (or tunnel) axea.
In special cases in the discussion where the moments
are used with reference to body axes, the coefficients
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am not primed. Thus, the symbols for the rolling and
yawing moment coefficierh about body axes are ~
and On.
The resuhk of the rotation teats are green, also about
the wind axes, in terms of the rotation coefficient $#
and an absoluto coefficient of rolling moment due to
rolling,
where X is the rolling moment measured while the
wing is rolling, and the other factors have the usual
significance.
Tables.—Tables II and Ill list the coefllcients of
QL,CD,0,’, and C.’ fOT0° and –20° yaw, respectively,
obtained from the force tests on the wing with medium-
sized ailerons (25 per cent chord by 40 per cent semi-
span) having the ailerons both neutral and deflected
and in both the locked and floatimg conditions. The
angles at which the left aileron floated with respect
to the wing chord are also tabulated, the negative sign
denoting aileron up and the positive s;gn denoting
aileron down. Table IV gives the values of CX at
‘b-
%~~= 0.05, and values of ~ over the free-rotation range
for the same wing at 0° yaw with the ailerons neutral
in both the locked and floating conditions. Table V
lists the values of Oi at ~~= O.O5obtained at – 20”
yaw. Tables VI to IX, inclusive, give the results
corresponding to the above conditions for the wing
with long, narrow ailerons (15 per cent chord by 60
per cent semispan); and Tables X to XIII, inclusive,
list the results for the wing with short, wide ailerons
(4o per cent chord by 30 per ceht semispan).
Figures.-The test results are also given in the form
of curves for the wing with medium-sized aileronsJ
these ailerona representing the strmdard of compmison
for the entire invcatigation. The curves for the other
ailerons are not given because the shapes of the corre-
sponding curves for the three wings are roughly similar
and the essential results are all compared in a table of
criterions.
Fiiure 3 gives the curves of the lift and drag co-
efficients against angle of attack for the wing moth
ailerons neutral, botl locked and floating, and for both
0° and – 20° yaw. llolling and yawing moment co-
efficients for the ailerons locked with equal up-cnd-
down deflection and 0° yaw are plotted against angle
of attack in Figure 4. Figure 5 gives the roll@ and
yawing moment coefficients for ailerons locked with
the right aileron neutral and the left, deflected down
ditIerent amounts at 0° yaw. Similar coefficients with
the left aileron neutral and the right deflected up
different amounts at 0° yaw are given in Figure 6.
Fiires 7,8, and 9 give the rolling and yawing moment
coefficients for the corresponding conditions, but at
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– 20° yaw. Rolling and yawing moment coefficients
for the ailerons floating, right aileron up and left down
various amounts, are given against angles of attack
for 0° yaw in Figure 10, and for –2Q0 yaw-in Figure 11.
Curve9 of free autorotation, *; against angle of
attack, for the wings with ailerons neutral, both in
the locked and floating conditions, are given for 0°
yaw in Figure 12. Coefficient+ of rolling moment due
to rolling at !#J= 0.05 are given in Figure 13 for the
wing with ailerons neutral, both locked and floating
at 0° yaw, and in Figure 14 for —.?OOyaw.
CRITERIONSFOR COMPARINGRELATIVEMERIT OF
AILERONS
A number of criterions are used for comparing the
effect of the various ailerons on the general airplane
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FIIYJEE3.—Lift and drag mfklen~ 26 per centchordail- neutral; Wand
–m yaw
lateral stability. These are explained below and the
values are listed in Table XIY for the 15 aileron
combinations tested.
GENBEALPERFORMANCE
To compme the relative merit of the ailerons in
rqywd to their effect on airplane performance charac-
teristics, three simple criterions are used.
Wmg area required for desired landing speed.—The
tit critarion is the maximum lift coefficient CL~S
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which is used as an indication of the wing area required
for the desired hiding speed.
Speed range .—The second is the ratio ~~ which
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given minimum speed, shows the suitability of the
wing for high speed.
Rate of climb.-The third genend performance
criterion, which is an indication of relative merit in
climbing tlight, is the ratio L/D taken at a value of the
lift coefficient CL= 0.70. Ii a series of perfommnca
computations made for airplanes with a number of
different wing loadings and power loadings, and with
both plain and slotted wings, this criterion was found
to be satisfactory throughout the entire range.
LATERALcoNTRo~Y
Rolling miterion.-The rolling-moment coefficient
accompanying maximum aileron deflection could be
used as a simple criterion of the lateral controllability,
a
FIOU8E14.-I3I7.W of fkatfng 26par cant ohord al.lemruon rOll&moment
OMMant while mIling at ?#duM. Atkom new -ZW yew
.
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but it does not include all the factors involved and it
is not independent of the air, speed nor the angle of
attack. A criterion is desired which expresses the
ability to roll an airplane quickly a slight amount
while attempting a smooth gliding course in gusty air,
particuhdy at the angles of attack required for landing.
z%& requirement is different from that of good maneu-
verability in that maneuverability depends mainly on
l
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the rate of roll obtained through large angles, while the
controllability as used here dependa on the acceleration
with which the rolling is initiated. This acceleration
exists throughout a displacement in roll of 5° to 20°,
depending on the type of airplane, after which the rate
of roll is approximately constant. @teference9 6, 7,
and 8.) The acceleration obtained at the start has
therefore more effect on the controllability than has
the iinal rate of roll.
Considering these points, a criterion of lateral con-
trollability has been chosen to represent the tangential
acceleration at the wing tip for a given airplane regard-
1sss of the speed of advance. This acceleration is
dependent upon the mass moment of inertia of the
whole airplane about its longitudinal, or X axis, as
well as upon the rolling moment due to the ailerons.
The mass moment of inertia is, of course, not available
for use in a general criterion, but it is almost entirely
due to the wing, and if a constant weight per unit
areais assumedfor the wing structure, the areamoment
of inertia of the wing about the longitudinal axis cm
be used with reasonable accuracy. This method then
takes into account the plan form of the wing.
A rolling criterion 1? C iilling the above requirements
may be expressed by the formula
R C=*
where Ci is the coefficient of rolling momant due to
ailerons with respect to the body axis (which axis for
the wing alone is taken as the midapan chord line),
and I, is the area moment of inertia about the mid-
span chord line.
As an illustration of the effect of plan form, if a
wing has the estreme amount of taper possible, the
tip being a point, the value of L is half that of a
rectangular wing having the same area and span, and
0, need be only ha;f as large to give the same value of
R (7 or the same controllability in roll. The factor
12 in the denominator of the above formula is in-
serted so that for a rectangular wing the value of




I?rom another viewpoint $; gives the position of the
lateral center of prwsure in terms of the span; since
for steady flight the lift is always constant and prac-
tically equal to the weight, the above ratio is always
proportional to the actual rolling moment, and there-
fore to the tangential acceleration of the wing tip,
regardless of speed, either above or below the stall.
Values of the lateral controllability criterion are
given for four representative angles of attack: 0°, 10°,
20°, and 30°. The 0° value represents the condition
for high speed. The 10° value represents the highest
angle of attack, just below the stall, at which present-
day ailerons give satisfactory lateral control on con-
ventional airplanw. An angle of attack of 20° is well
above the stall with the Clark Y airfoil and represents
approximately the worst r~~e in regard to turbulence
and instability. The 30° tingleis included here mainly
for comparison with later tests on wings and control
systems which are satisfactory at higher angles of
attack.
A recent survey of a number of conventional air-
planes showed that most of them had ailerons with
equal up-and-down deflection, and that the average
m&nmm deflection was about 25°. A maximum de-
flection of + 25° has therefore been assumed for the
data on ailerons with equal up-and-down deflection in
Table XIV. For the othel aileron movements the,
mtiurn deflections have been selected to give sub-
stantially the same rolling control as the standard
ailerons at an angle of attack of 10°.
Lateral control with sideslip.-The aileron control
in a sidedip is important because the sideslip itself
causes a rolling moment which, in all ordinary cases,
will overpower the ailerons at very high angles of
attack. The criterion -whichhas been taken to cover
this condition is the maximum angle of attack at
which the ailerons can balance the rolling moment
due to an angle of sidedip, or yaw, of 20°. Above this
angle of attack this amount of side-slipwill cause the
airplane to roll against the ailerons at their assumed
m&mnm deflection.
Ya&g moment due to ailerons,-In the ideal case
in which the rudder, the elevator, and the ailerons
perform their main functions independently and
without mutual interference, the ailerons should give
only a rolling moment about the body axis and no
tendency to yaw or pitch the airplane. The pitching
moment is ordinarily negligible, but the yawing
moment due to the ailerons is often large and in such
a direction that it tends to make the airplane take a
yawing motion against that which would normally
accompany the roll given by the ailerons in a turn.
This yawing motion causes a rolling moment oppos-
ing that due to the ajlerons, and in some cases, par-
ticularly at high angles of attack just above the stall,
this rolling moment due to yawing becomes stronger
than that due to the ailerons, and the airplane rolls
in the opposite direction.
If it is unavoidable that the ailerons cause some
yawing as well as rolling moment, it is desirable that
it be in such a direction that the secondary rolling
ef%t aids the ailerons instead of opposing them. In
fact, for general flying, it is probably advantageous
to have an appreciable yawing moment accompmy-
ing the ailercn deflection, if it is in the direction tend-
ing to aid the ailerons and make the airplane turn in
the proper direction to avoid sidwlip. A yawing
moment of the opposite sense, however, is always
undesirable at high mgles of attack where it can
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often overpower the rudder and induce a rolling
moment -whichwill make the airplane roll against the
ailerons themselves, sometimes starting into a spin.
This yawing tendency, if present, can be overcome
only by the rudder, and the criterion used for it is
simply the yawing moment cdicient with respect
to the body axes C=. The value of this coeflkient
on any particular airplane is approximately propor-
tional to the rudder deflection required to overcome
it, regardless of the angle of atkck or the air speed.
It is essential that the yawing moments be taken about
the body axes, for they are often negative with respect
to the wind axes but at the same time positive or
favorable with respect to the body axes, these being
the only ones upon which the pilot bases his mameuvers.
The values of C, given in the table of criterions
(Table Xl?l) are with respect to the vertical body
axis, taken as perpendicular to the midspan chord
line and one-fourth of the chord back tim the leading
edge. They are given a negative sign if the secondmy
rolling eflect opposes the rolling moment due to the
ailerons, and a positive sign if the secondary rolling
moment aids the ailerons. For acrobatic purposes it
is de&able that this yawing moment be zero, but for
ordinary flying it is likely that a positive yawing
moment would be desirable.
The yawing moments do not always increase m the
aileron deflection is increased, but sometimes reach
a maximum negative value with partial deflection,
after which they may become positive befora the as-
sumed maximum deflection is reached. For these
cases both the positive value at maximum deflection
and the maximum negative value at partial deflec-
tion are given in Table XIV, and if the deflection is
other than the maximum it is indicated by letters and
footnotes
LATERALST~
In fight the lateral stability is dependent upon many
factors, but the present wind-tunnel teats are con.iined
to the tendency L%roll caused directly either by rolling
or by sidealip. Ordinmily, wings at anglw of attack
below the stall when rotated about the longitudinal
axis are subjected to a damping moment tending to
stop the roll. At the higher angles of attack beyond
the stall they tend to rotate by tl.mmselveswith the
slightest disturbance, this of course being autorotation.
&le of attaok above which autorotation is self-
starting.-The criterion that is used to compare the
various ranges of autorotation is the angle of attack
below which the wing is stable with respect to rolling
in that it will not start to roll by itself. Below this
angle of attack the lateral stabili@ is satisfactory, but
above it the wing is unstable in roll, which is an
unsatisfactory flight condition.
Stability against rolling caused by gusts.-If given
a rotational motion to start with, the wing models will
sometimes continue to auwrotate at angles of attack
slightly lower than those at which they will start by
themselves. As stated previously, ~ht tests have
shown that under extremely gusty air conditions, even
though an airplane is held as level as possible, it is
likely to roll to the extent that ~~=0.05. This has
been taken as the worst case likely to be encountered;
in the present igvhgation, tests have been made in
which the wings have been forced to rotate at such a
p’b “rate that ~V= 0.05, and the rolling moments due to
rolling have been measured. Asecond and more severe
lateral stability criterion obtained from these tests has
been taken as the angle of attack below which the
rolling moment tends to damp out the rolling.
~ This critical angle below which the wing is stable is
also used as a criterion for the condition of 20” yaw and
The above-mentioned angles show the critical range
below which the stability is such that any rolling is
damped out and above which the range of instability
may be large or small, and the instability weak or
intense. In order to show the degree of this insta-
bility, the mtium unstable rolling moment while
rolling, Oil which occurs at any angle of attack and in
either direction of rotation is given as a criterion for
‘b
%
both 0° and 20° yaw, at z =0.05. The m&nmm
values of CAoccur at angles of attack just above the
stall and are greatly influenced by very slight imper-
fections. in the form of the models, They should
therefore be taken as indications only, rather than as
absolute values.
CONTROLFOFtCEBEQUIRZD
A coefficient representing the force required on the
control stick has been computed from the results of
previous tests on hinge moments (reference 5) made
with ailerons of difFerent aims on a Clark Y model
wing. On account of the fact that various type9 of
linkage are required for the different differential ‘
aileron movements, the hinge moments could not be
used directly to indicate the relative vahms of the
control force required, and it was necessary to assume
certain control linkages. The linkages chosen are
shown in Figure 2. The control force criterion is then
given by the equation
I’xl
*~=qxcxsxoL
where F is the control force required and 1 represents
the length of the control lever. As in the case of the
rolling criterion, the CLin the denominator gives the
value9 of the coefficient the proper relation regardless
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of the angle of attack or air speed, steady flight being
assumed. Valuea of the control force coefficient are
given for the assumed maximum tieron deflection,
the top of the control stick being given the same
maximum travel in all caaea.
DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
GBNBEALPERFORMANCE
Referring to Table XIV, it will be noted that the
maximum lift coefficients for a! three wings with
locked ailerons are within 2 per cent of the average
value, 1.25. The slight diilerence-sare due to experi-
mental errors in the construction and testing of the
models. The minimum drag coefficients with the
ailerons &ed neutral have the same value throughout,
UL I=, is fJSO essentiallyand so the speed-rmge ratio, —
CD tin
the same throughout.
With the ailerons allowed to float the lift coefficient
falls off from 6 to 14 per cent, the great drop be~
with the short, wide ailerons. With the medium and
the long, narrow ailerons the minimum drag also is
CL mns1sss with the ailerons floating, so that the ratio ~
Dm
is about the same as with the fixed ailerons. With the
short, wide ailerons allowed to float, however, the mini-
mum drag is appreciably greater and the speed-range
ratio falls off substantially.
The rate-of-climb criterion is also the same for all
three wings with tied ailerons. It is slightly higher
for the mediur!nand narrow ailerons arranged to float,
but is somewhat lower for the wide floating ailerons.
LATERALCOtiRO~
Rolling oriterion.-It has been found from flight
experience with several conventional airplanes that
with average-sized ailerons having equal up-and-down
deflections the lateral controllability is adequate up to
angles of attack just below the stall, but that at the
higher angles of attack it is unsatisfactory. Upon this
basis the value of the rolling criterion ~ C for the me-
dium-sized ailerons of the present tests, with a maxi-
mum deflection of + 25° at an angle of attack of 10°,
is taken as a basic standard value representing the
minimum value of the criterion for satisfactory con-
trol. l?or these conditions, 0,=0.079 and B C= 0.076.
For the other aileron chords the spana were selected
to give about the same value of R Cat the 10° angle of
attack. As is shown by Table XIV, the short, wide
ailerons give a value about 3 per cent higher and the
long, narrow ailerons a value about 6 per cent lower,
all of these being taken with the smne maximum
deflection, + 25°.
Although the values of Cl are reasonably constant
for the various angles of attack below the stall (fig. 16),
the effective rolling control as shown by R C is much
greater for an angle of attack of 0° (high speed) than
for 10°; that is, ~ is 0.076 at 0°, compared with 0.079
at 10°, while R O is 0.204 at 0°, nearly three times its
value of 0.075 at 10°. Thus, the actual rolling con-
trol is much greater than necessmy at the high speed
or 0° angleaf-attack condition.
& stated previously, the angle of attack of 20°
represents the condition of maximum instability. It
also happens to be about the highest angle of attack
which can be maintained in a glide with conventional
presenbday airplanes having slightly ’more than aver-
age longitudinal control. The lateral controllability
is in every case leas at an angle of attack of 20° than
the satisfactory values obtained at 10°.
The highest value of R C at an angle of attack of
20° was obtained with the short, wide ailerons with
upward travel only which have within 3 per ce~t of the .
satisfactory value at an angle of attack of 10°. The 20°
angle of attack does not happen to be a good represen-
tative angle for these particular ailerons, as can be,seen
from Figure 16, which gives the variation of R O with
angle of attack. Between the angles of 20° and 23°
the rolling control is in excess of the assumed satis-
factory value: Between 10° and 20°, however, it
falls about 15 per cent below, although even this value
is probably satisfactory within the accuracy of our
knowledge of what is required.
The peculiar increase of the values of R U with angle
of attack which occurred with the short, wide ailerons
with up-only deflection iE evident to a lesser extent
with the diilerential movement9 of the same ailerons.
It is also noticeable but of very small magnitude with
the medium-sized ailerons. It is not apparent in the
case of the long, narrow ones.
With the short, wide aileronE, the extreme differ-
ential movemaut was the next best at a= 20°, followed
by the floating arrangement, differential movement
No. 1, and iimilly by the equal up-anddown move-
ment which gave a rolling criterion only 59 per cent of
the ahmed satisfactory value at an angle of attack
of 10°.
The long, narrow ailerons gave the poorest control-
lability at an angle of attack of 20°, the values of B C
with the various movements being around one-third
of the satisfactory value. The standard, or medium-
sized, ailerons gave values in between those of the
extreme sizes. The best value was found with the
extreme differential movement and was about three-
fourths of the satisfactory standard value.
Wk% all the ailerons the equal up-anddown move-
ments gave the poorest rolling moments at an angIe
of attack of 20°, and in each case the best moments
were obtained with the extreme differential and np- .
only movemauta. & previously stated, at the high
angles of attack above the stall, particularly those
between 20° and 25°, the air flow over the wings was
very turbulent, which makes the accuracy of the data
somewhat doubtful.
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At the 30° angle of attack, which was included
mainly to enable later comparisons with slotted wings,
etc., the values of R C were very low for all the ailerons.
The higheat, strangely, occurred with the long, narrow
ailerons having equal up-and-down deflection, al-
though these gave the lowest values at an angle of
attack of 20°.
Lateral oontrol with sideslip,-The order of merit of
the various ailerons with respect to the lrn%ralcontrol-
lability at an mgle of attack of 20” and with 20°
sideslip is approximately the same as without the
sidealip at the same angle of attack. The short, wide
ailerom with the assumed maximum deflection gave a
rolling moment suf6cient to overcome the rolling
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attack of 25° with upward movement only, 24° with
the ailerons arranged to float, and 22° with the extreme
differential movement. The medium-sized ailerons
with upward movement only and the extreme differ-
ential arrangement me next in order. Above the stall
none of the ailerons with the equal up-anddown or
with the ordinary differential movements gave an
appreciable amount of control against 20° sideslip.
Below the stall, all the ailerons have an increased
margin of excess control moment as the fmgle of attack
is reduced.
Yawing moment due to ailerons.-It is interesting to
compare the yawing moments due to ailerons with the
average vilues which can be obtained with rudders on
conventional airpkmes. These rudder valuea range
horn Cm=0.005 to 0.015, the average value being about
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0.01 for the angles of attack below the stall and 0.007
for an angle of attack of 20°. & shown in Table XIV,
negative (or undesirable) yawing moments are obtained
with all three sizes of ailerons with the equal up-and-
down deflections, and at the angles of attack just above
the stall they are greater than can be obtained with the
average rudder. With the average diilerential move-
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there are still some rather large undesirable negative
Vahlea.
.
The ailerons of all three sizes with extreme differ-
ential movementi gave very strong positive ymving
moments with full deflection, but with partial aileron
deflection at angles of attack above the stall they gave
negative yawing moments about equivalent to those
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obtained with an average rudder. The ailerons with
up-only movement gave very strong positive yawing
moments below the stall with all three sizes, and also
well above the stall with the medium and the short,
wide ailerons. The greatest yawing moments were
obtained with the short, wide ailerons, and at an angle
of attack of 20° these reached values about four times
that obtained with the average rudder. The ailerons
with up-only movement when deflected about 10° had
small negative or adveme yawing moments at angles of
attack above the stall, but had positive values with
full aileron deflection. This condition suggmts the
possibility of eliminating the negative yawing moment
entirely by rigging the ailerons with about 10° upward
deflection to start with and then giving them upward
movement only or possibly an extreme differential
arrangement.
. The only aileron condition tested which gave no
adverae yawing moments at any angle of attack was
that with the short, wide ailerons arranged h float.
The pos@e yawing moments were small at the low
angles of attack corresponding to high speed and
cruisiig flight, but were high above the stall, whore
they should be a great help in obtaining good control.
The medium and the long, narrow floating ailerom.had
relatively small positive and negative yawing moments
at all angka of attack, even above the stall.
LATERALST~
Angle of attack above which autorotation is self-
starting.-The angle of attack for initial instability
in rolling, that is, the angle at which the airfoil will
start to rotate by itself if mounted on a ball-bearing
spindle parallel to the air flow, was very nearly the
same for all the ailerons tested. Ii every case, allow-
ing the ailerons to float reduced both the rate and
range of autorotation, the effect being greatest with
the wide, short ailerons. The wing with the narrow
floating ailerons was stable up to an angle of attack
2° higher than with fked ailerons. The wing with the
widest floating ailerons had only a weak rotation
throughout two small ranges, 19° ta 21° and 28° to 31°.
Stabili~ against rolling caused by gusts.—The angle
of attack above which the rolling moment due to
rolling ~ is unstable with a rotation such that #=E 0.06
is a more severe criterion of the lateral stability, and
the values are slightly lower. In each case the range
of stability was raised slightly by allowing the ailerons
to float. This effect was small, however, and it may
be stated with sufficient accuracy that all cases tested
were found b be stable against rolling below the stall
and unstable above. With 20° yaw, the angle of
attack at which ~ becomes unstable is 5° to 7° lower
than with 0° yaw.
The maximum unstable v&e of Cl at ~~- O.O5is
rather high with all the fixed ailerons, the valuea
differing slightly for the different wing models on
account of small imperfections in form. These
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unstable values were reduced b less than half by .
allowing the, medium ailerons to float, and to one-
fourth by allowing the short, wide ailerons to float.
p’bAt 20° yaw and ~= 0.05 the maximum’unstable value
of ~ is great ‘k one direction in every case, being
appreciably greater than the value of Cl~ due to the
ailerons. The maximum unstable valuea of a occur
at very high angles of attack, hofiever, and could be
overcome up to angles of attack of at least 20° by the
short, wide ailerons with extreme differential move-
ment, upward movement only, or arranged to float.
With the floating ailerons the unstable value of ~ is
reduced approximately to half.
CONTROL FORCE REQUIRED
In general the control force required to deflect the
ailerons the assumed maximum amount is largeat for
the ailerons having the widest. chord. It is about
three @nes as great for the short, wide as for the long,
narrow ones, md is nearly twice as great for the short,
wide ones as for the medium onca. For any particular
size the control force is greator for the up-only, extreme
differential, and floating arrangements than for the
ordinary diilerential and equal up-anddown systems,
both of wiib.ichhad about the same values.
S~Y OF RESULTS
Comparison of the best iilerons.-The most promis-
ing ailerons are compared with reference to the stand-
ard ones having a chord of 25 per cent and equal
up-and-down deflection. One of the outstanding
featunw of the standard ailerons is that at angles of
attack of 20° to 30° the .valuss of the rolling criterion
R C are only 50 per cent or less of the assumed mini-
mum satisfactory value which is obtained at an angle
of attack of 10°. They have good control against 20°
sideslip at low anglea of attack, but this control de-
creases as the angle of attack goes up until at an mgle .
of 20°, or just as the wing becomes well stalled, the
ailerons just balance the rolling moment due to yaw.
Above this angle of attack the ailerons are overpowered
by 20° yaw. The yawing moment due to the standmd
ailerons is negative or unfavorable at all anglea of
attack, and for the assumed full deflection at angles of
attack above the stall the yawing moments due to the
aileronsare greater than the yawing moment which can
be obtained with the average rudder. Just below the
stall the yawing’ momenta are about one-half of the
value of those obtained with the average rudder. The
lateral stability as shov by the tendency to damp
out a rollhig motion is satisfactory at the low angle9
of attack, even with sideslip as great as 20°, but above
the stall the wing is very unstable and tends to roll at
a rapid rate. The control force required for the stand-
ard aileron may be taken as a satisfactory average
value for airplanes of medium size and speed. This
control force is more than twice as great at high speed
as it is near the stall, but completa deflection is not
ordinarily required at the high-speed condition.
.—— ——.-
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Ailerons of about the standard size are frequently
used with a differential motion similar to the No. 1
movement in this series of twts. ‘With this differen-
tial movement the ailerons are somewhat better than
the standard in regard to controllability at the high
angles of attack but are nedy as bad in their unfavor-
able yawing momenti. At the low speeds where
cemplete deflection is often necessmy, the control
force required for the assumed complete deflection is
slightly less than that required for the equal up-and-
down movement.
If suitable operating mechanism were developed,
the best all-around ailerons of those tested for light
and small airplanes are probably the short, wide ones
with upward deflection only. This combination gives
exceptionally good contiol at the high angles of attack,
the value of B Cat 20° being 97 per cent of the satis-
factory value at 10°.. With maximum aileron deflec-
tion the yawing moments have strong positive yaks
at all angles of attack, the only adverse values being
small and occurrig with small aileron deflection.
Also, the control against sideslip is the most powerful
of any of the aileron combinations tested, it being
effective up to an angle of attack of 25° as compsmd
with 20° for the standard ailerons. The forces re-
quired on the contiol stick at medium and low speeds
-are slightly more thsm double those for the standard
(25 per cent chord) ailerons with equal up-and-down
deflection.
li’or somewhat larger airplanes the short, wide aile-
rons with extreme differential motion are probably the
best of those tested. With this arrangement the force
required on the control stick at low speeds is about the
same as that with the standard ailerons. The yawing
. moments are mainly favorable, the adverse negative
values being codi.ned to small aileron deflections and
the rolling control at high angles of attack is relatively
good, the value of R U at 20° being 88 per cent of the
value at 10°.
For an acrobatic airphme, in which case it is desir-
able to have each control independent and therefore
to have zero yawing moment due to the ailerons, the
medium or the long, narrow ailerons arranged to float
would probably meet the requi.mments beat. Con-
sidering angles of attack below the stall only, very
small yawing moments are produced by the long,
narrow ailerons with the average differential movement
(No. 1).
CONCLUSIONS
1. Ailerons of average size with the commonly used
differential and equal up-anddown movements gave in-
adequate controllability at angles of attack above the
stall, the rolling momenti being only one-half to twc-
thirds of the assumed minimum satisfactory value.
2. At angles of attack above the stall, rolling mo-
ments closely approaching the minimum desirable were
given only by the short, wide ailerons, either with ex-
treme d.iiTerentialmovement or with upward movement
only. .
3. The only arrangement with which no adverae
yawing moments were obtained was with the short,
wide ailerons arranged to float. These gave rather
large favorable yawing moments at the high angles of
attack and very small ones at the low angles of attack.
4. The ailero~ giving the smallest positive or nega-
tive yawing moments at all angle-sof attack were, in the
order named, (1) the medium-sized floating ailerons,
(2) the long, narrow floating ailerons, and (3) the
medium&md ailerons with the average differential
movement. These latter medium-sized ailerons with
the average differential movement, at an angle of
attack of 20°, gave an adverse yawing moment equal
to that which can be obtained with an average rudder.
5. Laxge yawing momenta aiding the rolling were
given with the assumed maximum deflection by the
short, wide and the medium-sized ailerons with up-
ward movement only. Small aileron deflections at
angles of attack above the stall, however, gave small
adverse yawing moments.
6. The results indicate that the adverse yawing
moments could be entirely eliminated by rigging both
ailerons up about 10° for the neutral position and then
giving them m upward movement only or an extreme
differential movement. It is recommended that further
&ts with these conditions be made.
7. When floating, the ailerons gave a substantial
improvement in the lateral stability, the effect being
greater with the short, wide ailerons. “
8. Allowing the ailerons to float reduced the muci-
mum lift coefficient but slightly improved the chaimc-
tmistics in regard to climbing perforrmmce with all
except the widest chord ailerons.
LANGLEY MEKIORIAL AERONAUmCm LABORATOIZY,
NATIONU ADVISORY Commmm FOR AERONAUTICIS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Decendwr10,1981. .
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TABLE III
FORCE TESTS 10 BY 60 IN. CLARK .Y WING WITH PLAIN AILERONS 25 PER CENT C BY 40 PER CENT b/2
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TABLE IV
ROTATION TESTS. 10 BY 60 IN. CLARK Y WINCi WITH PLAIN AILERONS 25 PER CENT C BY 40PER CENT b/2
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TABLE V
ROTATION TESTS. 10 IN. BY 60 IN. CLARK Y WING WITH PLAIN AILERONS 25 PER CENT C BY 40 PER CENT b/2
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TABLE VI ,
10 BY 60 IN. CLARK Y WING WITH AJU3RONS 15 PER CENT C BY 60 PER CENT b/2
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TABLE VH
I?ORCE TESTS. 10 BY 60 IN. CLARK Y WING WITH AILERONS 15 PER CENT c BY 60 PER CENT b/2
YAW = –20° R. N.=609,000 VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.
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TABLE VIII
BY 60 IN. CLARK Y WING WITH PLAIN AILERONS 15 PER CENT c BY 60 PER CJENT b/2
?&hEs5a.mforfrwrown
Yaw-o’. Velwity=Sl m. P. h. R. N.-~, @Xl
o Not sdM=t@.
TABLE Q
ROTATION TESTS. 10IN. BY 60 IN. CLARK Y WING WITH PLAIN AILERONS 15PER CENT C BY 60 PER CENT b/2
Yaw-–z@ VelrxiW-=S3 m. p. h. FL N.-OXI, ml
1“ a I w l!P I 14” W m w !W *W w 2& !& !W S2P2P w w 41Y.
I AILERONS LOO~&NEUTIKAL . I
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TABLE X
l?OROE TESTS. 10 BY 60 IN. CLARK Y WING WITH PLAIN AILERONS 40 PER CENT C BY 30 PER CENT 2)/2
YA~=OO R. N.=609,000 VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.
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TABLE XI
FORCE TESTS. 10 BY 60 IN. CLARK Y WING WITH AILERONS 40 PER CENT C BY 30 PER CENT b/2
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TABLE XIV
CRITERIONS SHOWING RELATIVE MERIT OF AILERONS
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